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HOCUShocusmpocusPOCUS OR TPRTPRO
by gurygorygary RL oddomoddou

often ESL teachers especially those ways some show their feelings through
young and inexperienced are attracted to words others through kindnesses and
the most current langulanguageage teaching method gestures still others through a physical dis-

playand this language teaching method may of affection and most use varying
tend to be the one the graduate students combinations of all these methods three or
methodology teacher favored in class all four important points can be extracted from
teachers however inexperienced and ex-
perienced

this example first there are different ways
perienced must learn to analyze each two people can show their feelings for each
langulanguageageteage teachingteaching method upon the merits other second each person characteris-

ticallyof the teacher subject learner relationships ti has a tendency to show his feelings
involved for others in ways that are comfortable

the relationship of the teacher learner is natural to him third each person has cer-
tainextremely complex upon examination of the expectations of how he would like to be

intellectual social and emotional aspects of informed of anothers feelings for him
such a relationship this paper does not pre-
tend

fourth if an extension can be made if
to exhaust the possible ideas in exam either person showing or being shown

iningtheining the teacher learner relationship it does feelings is frustrated it is probably for one
presume to interpret such a relationship as of two reasons either the mode of transmis-

sionbasic and relevant to ESL according to the of feelings by the sender is not fully
authors experience and observation understood and accepted by the receiver or

we all know that within the funfundamentaldamental else the feelings arent transmitted to the
ingredients of the language teaching setting
the teacher the medium of instruction and
the learner secret to a successful teacher
student relationship can be found Uuponpon gary oddous currently completing a
examining these three criteria it often ap-
pears

masters program at the brigham young
that a single teacher can use several dif-

ferent
university has taught adult education

methods of I1languageanguagelanguage teaching all with in provo utah
fairly equal success conversely some
teachers regardless of their teaching other person so that the receiver feels hismethod fail equally so assuming that these own individual needs and expectations areare general assumptions which can be ac-
cepted

understood further another consideration
we are led to believe that more in such a relationship is that not only does

important perhaps far more important is each person involved act comfortably and
the teacher learner relationship involved in naturally according to his own personality
the language learning situation but each acts also according to his per-

ceptionhowever the language teaching method of the others expectations an in-
correctbecomes extremely important because it is perception is a potential source for

through that method that the teacher frustrationgreat a correct perception is a
expresses his understanding of the individual potential source for great satistactionsatisfactionsatis taction
needs of his students with their differing
personalities motivations and goals it is in this example it is evident that the
also through this medium that the learner in-
terprets

medium of informinformationatiatlon transformationtransformatlon is
terprets the teachers understanding of the exterekterextemelyexternelyextremelyextemelynely important it serves as the
learners own perception of his individual measure of understanding that the teacher
needs and student have for each others role

A brief analogy might serve to illustrate
the complexity of such a relationship the analogy can be made then of thetu
people are said to show their feelings to-
ward

teacher learner relationship to the above
another person in many different example first just as there are different
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ways of showing feelings there are different teacher soon learns that his cambodian stu-
dentsways of teaching language second as each mostly because of their cultural

person shows hisbis feelings in ways comfort-
able

personality the teacher may or may not
to him each teacher teaches through realize this are extremely hesitant to speak

methods that are comfortable and more out loud and particularly when the teacher
natural to him third just as each person asks themmem to perform before the class
has certain expectations of how he wants to nervous and somewhat bored by the amount
be loved or cared about he also has expecta-
tions

and type of oral drills the students speak
of how he wants to be taught and what softly and embarrassingly the teacher rec-

ognizeshe wants to learn it might be appropriate ognizes what seems to him a lack of
here to add that often the individual isnt interest on the part of the students he
fully cognizant of his expectations yet judges that they are not interested in
expectations are there likewise ex-
tending

learning english this way or that they dont
the analogy as in the previous care for him as their teacher or maybe even

example if either the teacher or student is that the students dont really want to learn
frustrated this frustration is probably for english at all he becomes frustrated some-

whatone of two reasons either the teacher feels disillusioned as he is not an experi-
encedhis chosen language teaching method is not teacher further the students want

understood for its validity and benefits and to know why the structure of the language is
thus it is rejected by the students or from the way it is the teacher tries to avoid the
the students point of view he feels that his explanation and offers some around the
expectations and individual needs are not bush explanation instead all0ailali this because
understood by the teacher and thus he is not the audio lingual method dictates that know-

ledgebeing fulfilled by his language learning of the rule or principle of the structure
experience impedes the students progress in learning to

totb illustrate the above ideas lets apply respond conditionally well not to belabor
them to a hypothetical yet familiar situa-
tion

the point the overall experience for every-
oneto many of us lets say that a teacher involved the students and the teacher is

has chosen the audio lingual approach to a very frustrating one so what can a teacher
teach english to a group of cambodian stu-
dents

do
first lets review the basic tenets of

the audio lingual method 1 most importantly a teacher must realize
the underlying assumptions a particular
language teachingteaching method has about

1 languageLanguageisgelsis the formation of habits of language learning in other words he must
conditioned responses taught through dia-
logs

not accept face value the worthiness of a
and patterned drills it is the acquisi-

tion
particular method on the personal prefer-
enceof nonthoughtfulnonthoughtful responses of a teacher heshebeshe reveres or on the

2 language should be taught without particular language te teachingaching method that
reference to the students native language it seems to be in vogue the teacher must
should be taught as it occurs in real context learn several methods and be flexible in his
3 students practice drills before the approach to teaching he must consider the
structure is explained knowledge of the students their cultural background their
rule only impedes the students progress in language background their motives for
learning to give conditioned responses learning english and if possible theirexpec
4 students first learn to listen then to tationslations of how they think they want to be
speak later to read and finally to write of taught because each teacher is different
the four skills the oral and aural skills are personality wise than another teacher he
the most important must also consider his personal sentiments

the teacher enthusiastically begins his concerning teaching language acquisition
class by teaching a beginning dialog the motives for teaching and many other things

he must be ready to delete certain practices
1 of one method if they arent working and
kenneth chastain developing second be ready to preserve others he needs not
language skills theory to practice 2ndand totally abandon a method but be sensitive
ed chicago 1976 ppap I1111ililii1111121111211 112 to modifying it combining two or several of
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the basic language learning methods assignments
there are methods of eliciting from

students their preferred language learning I11 conversation assignments
exercises enabling the teacher to emphasize 2 workbook exercises
those types of exercises at brigham young 3 reading assignments
university in provo for example a survey 4 writing assignments
was administered to the foreign students in 5 dialog memorization
the service ESL 101 102 201 andcourses such an index can prove useful to a
103 and to many of the students in the in-
tensive

teacher though theteacherthe teacher must be careful
english program a total of 92 to keep the balance of language skills he

students the survey asked for an indication desires to teach and the students desire to
of the language learning practices they most learn such a survey is easily administered
preferred some practice exercises were and can be adapted to virtually any class
listed on the survey for the students to in conclusion nothing in this paper will
choose from for other items there was be beneficial to the learningleaning experienced
space provided to fill in any additional types teacher heshebeshe has long since realized all
of exercises the results of the survey this however to the teacher less experi-

encedfollow ranked from most popular to least some pitfalls can be avoided by being
popular wary of the language learning process as de-

scribedINCLASSIN CLASS activities in this paper the teacher is largely
the success or failure of the students

1 conversation practice langulanguageageagel I earninglearning experience sensitivity to
2 learning vocabulary and thoughtfulness in the true sense of the
3 pronunciation practice word of students and of language learning
4 dictation methods can build a successful student
5 grammar activities teacher language relationship
6 use of dialogs




